SNakEs &
lAdders

Co-operaTive
gaMeS
New Box
Design
ANT COLONY is loads of co-operative fun.
Players must overcome obstacles as they work
together to build an ant colony. Just watch out for
hidden rocks, angry beetles, and pesky anteaters!

DINOSAUR SNAKES AND
LADDERS is loads of prehistoric fun
for young paleontologists! Players use
their counting skills as they race to be the
first to reach the prized triceratops skull.

New Box
Design
DRAGON DASH is a co-operative game where players
must build a safe path to unite the kingdom, while dashing
past diving dragons! Will you make it before you run out of
resources? Or will the dragons be victorious?
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Kids

Kids

MYSTERY ISLAND PIRATES is a back-and-forth
race from Pirate’s Cove to Treasure Island, where anything
can happen. So choose your boat, roll the dice, and head
off on the high seas for a wild adventure.

GO APE (TIN) If you like

Ages: 4+

19220

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 6

6¼”(w) x 6¼”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

making funny faces and acting
like a monkey, you’ll go bananas
over the Go Ape! card game!

Ages: 5+

19305

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 6

Ages: 5+

10950

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 6

11¾"(w) x 10 ⁄2”(h) x 2⅜”(d)
1

8”(w) x 8”(h) x 2 ⁄2”(d)
1

MADE IN CHINA

MADE IN CHINA

IGLOO MANIA
(BILINGUAL) is a game
of steady hands and skill! Up to
four players take turns removing
bricks from the igloo. Just don’t
let Parka Pete fall.

WALK LIKE A CHICKEN is a hide-and-seek activity game that gets kids
moving and having fun! Hide the 24 picture cards around the house. Kids must now
move around the house while walking like the picture they are looking for. Available
in both box and tin versions.

Box Edition
Go Oink

Go Ape

Bug Out

Ages: 4+

19126

Ages: 4+

19125

Ages: 4+

19146

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 18

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 18

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 18

3⅜”(w) x 5⅝”(h) x ¾”(d)

MADE IN CANADA
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MADE IN CANADA

D-CARD-3-GO

Tin Edition

Ages: 3+

17801

Ages: 3+

17800

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 21⁄8”(d)

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN USA

MADE IN CHINA

27 Units (9 each)

103⁄4”(w) x 10”(h) x 75⁄8”(d)

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Family
Charades

kids
ChaRades
FAMILY CHARADES IN-A-BOX
COMPENDIUM includes 6 different charades
games. From Picture Charades (ages 4+) to Time
Capsule (ages 14+), this game puts the fun back into
charades. Other categories include Kids Charades
(ages 7+), Family Charades (ages 8+),Animal Party
(ages 10+), and Hollywood Charades (ages 12+).

PICTURE CHARADES makes it
easy for the wee ones to act out! The
best part - the pictures are open to
interpretation, and it’s up to the children
to decide what they are supposed to be
acting. NOREADINGREQUIRED!

KIDS CHARADES is a classic party
game that develops critical thinking skills
and builds imagination.The charades are
designed with kids in mind, and include
fun and interesting words. Instant fun and
laughter for the whole family.

6
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Players: 2+ Teams

FAMILY CHARADES
COMPENDIUM includes 4 different
charades games. Beginning with Family
Charades (ages 8+), this game makes
playing charades easy. Other categories
include Animal Charades (ages 10+),
Hollywood Charades (ages 12+) and
Retro Charades (ages 14+).

Ages: 10+

11152

Players: 2+ Teams

Case Pack: 6

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

PARTY CHARADES is instant, out-of
the-box fun! No more time spent thinking
up good charades! Party Charades will
have you laughing, while you show off your
acting skills to friends and family! It’s a
race against time! Can you impersonate
“Ellen DeGeneres”,“Game of Thrones”,
“twinning” or even an“epic fail” ?

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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Fast
reAction

fast
reaction
SCISSORS PAPER STONE This rapid-action card game is based on the popular
playground pastime Rock-Paper-Scissors. Spot the matching colored symbols and slam
down your hand to win! It’s edge-of-your-seat action as you race to beat your opponents
and capture as many cards as you can! Available in both hang tab and tin versions.

Card Game
Ages: 6+
Players: 2-6

Tin Edition

19129

Ages: 6+

19230

Case Pack: 18

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 6

3⅜”(w) x 5⅝”(h) x ¾”(d)

6¼”(w) x 6¼”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CHINA

PICKLES TO PENGUINS is a frantic party game
where you link pictures to win.Take a deep breath and let
the action and chaos begin. Link the pictures as quickly
as you can… but do it fast before another player beats
you to it! Fast-paced fun for all ages.

OBSERVATION is a card game
7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

of speed and keen observation. Cats,
dogs, monsters, robots, and other
strange characters have invaded the
police station and are running amok.
It will take a sharp-eyed detective to
sort this mess out!

Flip a card to determine what "type" of character to look for - and
when you observe them being played in the right quantity, be the first
to slap the ringer to win the cards. Great family fun!

8
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SEE-IT SLAM-IT is a fast-paced family card
game where players must shout out a word
associated with a picture.There are three picture
cards showing at all times. A letter card is flipped
over, and players race to spot something on any
one of the cards beginning with that letter. See
something!?! Then slam your hand down fast on
the card before someone else spots a match!

Ages: 7+

12150

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

Pickles to Penguins

Pickles to Penguins MM

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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FamilY
Fun

DraWinG
games

GUACAMOLE! (TIN) is a lively card game that is perfect for kids to spice
up their day. Kids must use their critical thinking to collect the ingredients for their
guacamole recipes. With new possibilities and foiled plans, playing GUACAMOLE!™
can be as challenging as picking a ripe avocado!

Ages: 8+

10370

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

10 ⁄2”(w) x 10 ⁄2”(h) x 2 ⁄4”(d)
1

1

3

MADE IN CHINA
Guacamole!
Ages: 8+

19215

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 6

PANA PO'O
Using only an assortment of colored
shapes, the object card you drew, and your
brainpower, you race the one minute timer
while players or teams try to guess the
object you are struggling to create.

6¼”(w) x 6¼”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

Guacamole! MM
Ages: 8+

19216

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 6

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

UP A BIT is the fun drawing game with a
difference! Players take turns describing an
object on a card for opponents to draw and
guess... often with hilarious results!
The catch? The players drawing don’t get
to see the object being described, and the
describing player doesn’t get to see what
the players are drawing!
Is your description good enough to get guessed?

Ages: 8+

10957

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

9 ⁄2”(w) x 7”(h) x 2 ⁄4”(d)
1

1

MADE IN CHINA
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STARE OFF is competitive staring
at its very best! Can you hold your
nerve (and your stare) in the big
leagues? Will your eyelids let you
down or will you stare on? Can you
take (and give) all the trash talk
that’s going on and still crush your
opponent? Or will you be first to blink
and lose everything? Find out when
you play World Series Stare Off.

www.outsetmedia.com

Ages: 7+

CHT-792

Players: 2 Teams

Case Pack: 4

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

TENSION KIDS VS. ADULTS
is a family edition of TENSION™ Kids
battle the adults in this family themed
version of the classic naming game.
Beware, the kids may know more than
you think they do!

Ages: 8+

10315

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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light
StRatEgy

light
StRatEgy
Keys To The Castle: Deluxe

KEYS TO THE CASTLE is door
flipping madness. Race against your
fellow knights through the castle, where
behind every door awaits a surprise.
By opening and locking doors, be the
first to cross the precarious maze to
the other side.

Ages: 8+

19371

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 6

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

NOT

FINAL

ART

Keys To The Red Dragon Castle
19376
8”(w) x 8”(h) x 2½”(d)

KEYS TO THE RED DRAGON CASTLE is a more
advanced version of the original Keys to the Castle™ game.
Race against your fellow knights through the castle, where
behind every door awaits a surprise. But watch out for the red
dragon – he’s scary enough to send you scurrying back home.
But he’s also greedy enough to be bribed with treasure.
Additions include:
Ø More door tiles, increasing the playing surface to a 7 x 7 grid
Ø A wandering red dragon
Ø More cards - including a magic wand, a fire-resistant shield,
and treasure to tempt the red dragon

KEYS TO THE ICE CASTLE is a new version
of the original Keys to the Castle™ game. Features a
trendy “frozen” theme, all new characters, and a wand
card that allows you to move another player. Whoever
said “Chivalry is Dead” was right!
Keys To The Ice Castle: Deluxe
19373
7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)
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light
StRatEgy

light
StRatEgy
THE GREAT DRAGON RACE takes racing to
the next level! The fastest dragons throughout the land
of the floating isles have been competing, and now it’s
down to the final four. Who will be the first to complete
the hazardous obstacle-ridden course? To win, you must
dodge flaming cannonballs and ballista bolts, while
attempting to outwit and outride your opponents.

CATACOMBS OF KARAK is a great introductory
strategy game for players new to role-playing games. Players
select their character, then enter the Catacombs of Karak to
search for treasure. Tile by tile, players uncover the catacombs
while fighting monsters and equipping themselves with weapons
and spells.To win, players must outsmart their opponents, slay
the red dragon, and collect the most treasure.

SIXTEEN SAMURAI is a fast-action game
of cards and dice, where players face off against
each other on the battlefield. Each samurai victory
is a mix of character, skill, and chance. With a box
full of samurai - and special battle cards for an
added challenge - SIXTEEN SAMURAI™ is a high
energy game for the whole family.

14
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kids
tRivIa

FamilY�
tRivia
CANADIAN TRIVIA will have families testing
their knowledge of Canada. Cards have two sides
full of fun facts - one with easier questions and
the other with more difficult questions - allowing
families of all ages to play together.

EXPLORE CANADA (BILINGUAL)
helps kids find out more about Canada, and
have fun at the same time! Learn facts about
the history and geography of this great nation.

1

Ages: 9+

10015

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN USA

AMERICAN TRIVIA FAMILY EDITION
tests your knowledge of the USA. What is the capital of Utah? Who was
the 3rd President of the United States? How many days did the Cuban Missile
Crisis last? Unlike most trivia games, AMERICAN TRIVIA FAMILY EDITION features
mostly knowledge-based content rather than trivial tidbits. Family Edition cards
have two sides - one side with easier questions and the other side with more
difficult questions - allowing families of all ages to play together.

16

BUGS 'N' SLUGS is creepy

SCABS 'N' GUTS is the

Ages: 9+

18015

crawly fun.The world is full of insects,
some beautiful and some a bit gross
– and BUGS ‘N’ SLUGS™ provides kids
with a great way to learn about them.

totally exciting “meducational”
board game that’s packed with
interesting, and occasionally
disgusting, medical facts.

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN USA

fax (250) 592-7522 | toll free 1-877-592-7374
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FamilY
Fun

FamilY
Fun

SILENT BUT DEADLY® is an outrageous
card game of windy fun! Loosely based on the
traditional card game of Crazy Eights, Silent But
Deadly® includes humorous fart facts that add
an element of twisted fun. Where else could you
learn about Fluffy Poots, Eggy Stinkers and more
fartastic farts!?
Ages: 10+

13295

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 6

KIDS SCAVENGER HUNT is active
fun for kids. Quick! Find something orange.
Now find a pine cone. Kids will have a great
time frantically searching for items shown
on their cards. Contains two decks for both
indoor and outdoor play.

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

D-CARD-2-SF

MADE IN CHINA

SNOT is a game that is not to be sneezed at!
Players lay their cards in sequence from Ahhh, to
Choo, to Snot, then Tissue! Play a Snot Me card
to skip the next player, or Back Up Bogey card to
change the direction of play! Breathe freely when
you play your last card to win the game!

22

PUKE is the gross out game of gluttony! Players
pig out on pizza, binge on burgers and fill up on fries
by flipping over one delicious food card at a time.
Knowing when you’ve had your fill is the key- turn
over a puke card and lose your lunch! The first player
to fill their boots, but not the bucket, wins the game!!

Ages: 6+

11175

fun for everyone as players frantically search
for the objects pictured on their cards. Everyone plays at the same level, even if it’s adults
versus kids! The game contains both kid and
adult cards for indoor and outdoor play.

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

FART is the sidesplitting, sound-sational game
that helps players unwind and release a little
pressure! Players race to be the first to play out
their cards while accompanied by a fast 'n'
frantic fart chorus that keeps them in stitches!
Comes with a CD and downloadable MP3.

Ages: 8+

CHT-762

Ages: 8+

CHT-763

Ages: 10+

CHT-760

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 18

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 18

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

3⅜”(w) x 5⅝”(h) x ¾”(d)

3⅜”(w) x 5⅝”(h) x ¾”(d)

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CHINA

www.outsetmedia.com

FAMILY SCAVENGER HUNT is great
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PERIODYX is fun but the superstars of this

MindTrap Classic Edition
Ages: 12+

37090

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

73⁄8”(w) x 51⁄8”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

MINDTRAP contains hundreds of puzzles, mysteries,
brainteasers, and trick questions, all designed to challenge
the way you think.Teams take turns answering a variety of
humorous but challenging questions that will make you laugh
at the surprisingly simple solutions. MindTrap® is a party in a
box, with more than 2.5 million copies already sold worldwide!

MindTrap MM
Ages: 12+

37065

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

beg – 5

game are the 118 element cards.The more you
play with the PERIODYX™ game cards; the more
you'll know about the elements. And the more
you know, the more you'll appreciate and enjoy
the periodic table of the elements.
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Train your brain with these card games presented by MINDTRAP . Choose from ultimate whodunits in SHADOW MYSTERIES,
baffling riddles in BRAIN CRAMP, and logic and visual puzzles in LEFT BRAIN RIGHT BRAIN.
®
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WORD MIXERS puts

IQ SQUARES gets you

your knowledge of the
English language to the test.
It’s amazing how twenty-six
letters can make for hours of
entertainment!

thinking outside the box.
You’ll need all your powers
of reasoning to figure out
the hidden meaning in
each square.
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am I?

Christmas
gAmes

Christmas
gAmes
THE CHRISTMAS EXPRESS is a great
game for the Holidays and anytime during the
year! Be the first to make it to the North Pole!
But be careful! There are hazards and other
players looking to delay your progress! Classic
card based movement system and lots of player
interaction makes this a great game for any day,
not just the holidays!

Ages: 8+

19500

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 4

101⁄2”(w) x 101⁄2”(h) x 23⁄4”(d)

MADE IN USA

Ages: 7+

19270

Players: 2+ Teams

Case Pack: 6

6¼”(w) x 6¼”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CHINA
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liceNsed
BRands

Ages: 8+

17561

Players: 2+

Case Pack: 6

6”(w) x 8”(h) x 2½”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

liceNsed
BRands

NANCY DREW COLLECTOR
It’s the premier auction of vintage
Nancy Drew Books! And you are there
to complete your collection. Contains
illustrated cards featuring most vintage
Nancy Drew covers from 1930-1979.

KEYS TO THE TARDIS is TARDIS flipping
fun! Listen up Whovians, time streams have
been crossed, and now several versions of
the Doctor are running about the TARDIS at
the same time! Choose from six modern
regenerations of the Doctor and try to make
it across the TARDIS. But be careful, there are
Daleks, Cybermen and worse lurking about!

Ages: 8+

17570

Players: 2-6

Case Pack: 4

10½”(w) x 10½”(h) x 2¾”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

JEOPARDY!® is for fans of America’s Favorite Quiz Show®. One player plays the host while the
other players compete for victory! This deluxe edition features extra content and a metal ringer.

RUNNING ‘ROUND RIVERDALE

KEYS TO RIVERDALE HIGH is

has everyone playing their favourite
character from the Archie® comics.
The dismissal bell has rung at Riverdale
High, and players try to outwit each other as
they race to be the first to reach Pop Tate’s
Chocklit Shoppe.

door flipping madness. Race your favourite
character from the Archie® comics down
the halls of Riverdale High, where behind
every door awaits a surprise. Just don’t let Mr.
Weatherbee catch you, or it’s straight to the
detention room. Gameplay is based on our
best-selling tile game Keys To The Castle™

Ages: 8+

17541

Players: 2-4

Case Pack: 6

6”(w) x 8”(h) x 2½”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

GOOSEBUMPS® THE BOARD GAME has everyone
playing their favourite monster. Players battle each other in a
frantic race along a trail of mayhem and manuscripts, trying to
reach the typewriter before it sends them away for good. Only
the first monster to reach the typewriter will be saved.
THE RACE IS ON!! Quick... take a shortcut through the graveyard.
But watch out for those pesky humans! And if you fall behind,
you can always hitch a ride in the Haunted Car. Just hurry up...
before it’s too late!

Jeopardy!® Deluxe Edition

Jeopardy!® Travel Edition MM
17524

10½”(w) x 10½”(h) x 2½”(d)

Jeopardy!® Travel Edition
Ages: 12+

17521

Ages: 12+

17523

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 18

7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

3⅜”(w) x 5⅝”(h) x ¾”(d)

MADE IN CANADA
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Jeopardy!® Hang Tab

MADE IN CANADA
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Q-bitz

Qwirkle
Q-bitz Jr.
MW-59337 | Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players

Q-bitz Jr. is a fun way to introduce
your child to pattern matching,
spatial reasoning, problem solving,
visualization and more. The engaging
play is easy to learn, and mastering
it will give your child the visual
intelligence needed for future math
and STEM success. Case Pack: 6

Qwirkle Rummy

Qwirkle

MW-58070
Q-Bitz Solo (Orange)

52

Q-bitz Extreme

Q-bitz

MW-56035 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

MW-44002 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Are you a quick-thinker, have a good eye, or
just always seem to get the luck of the draw?
Q-bitz can be played three different ways,
making it great for everyone. Each player tries
to recreate the card pattern using their set of
16 cubes. Each level will offer a new challenge,
as you race to get your ‘bitz’ in order! Collect
the most cards to win! Case Pack: 6

Q-bitz will challenge your visual agility!
Players puzzle over how to recreate the
patterns on the game cards using their set
of 16 cubes. Each round is a race - the first
player to correctly piece the pattern together claims the round and the card. Collect
the most cards and you win! Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Qwirkle Bonus Pack

Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

MW-13521 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

MW-85645 | Ages 6+

Combining well-thought strategy with
quick-thinking challenges, Qwirkle is
played by creating rows and columns of
matching colors and shapes. The simple
play requires no reading, so the whole
family can connect shapes and colors,
making the strategic multiple-tile moves
that earn maximum points.

Qwirkle Rummy is the fun family card
game based on MindWare’s best-selling
game of all time! Players create sets
rummy-style by matching suits or colors.
Any player can add to any set or switch
cards in the sets but the real payoff
happens when a set of all 6 shapes or
colors is completed and a Qwirkle is
scored. Case Pack: 12

If you enjoy playing Qwirkle, you’ll love
it even more when you add this bonus
pack. 4 wooden racks make it easier to
see and sort your tiles. And when it is
time to score your moves, you’ll do it in
Qwirkle style with an organized score
pad and colorful Qwirkle pencil.

Qwirkle (English)

Qwirkle (French)

MW-32016 | Case Pack: 6

62016 | Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 12

MW-58076
Q-Bitz Solo (Magenta)

Q-bitz Solo
Ages 8+ | 1 Player

Q-bitz Solo – all the challenge of
Q-Bitz, for just one person! Try to
recreate the card pattern using a set
of 16 cubes. Each level will offer a new
challenge, as you race to get your ‘bitz’
in order! Case Pack: 12

Qwirkle Cubes

Travel Qwirkle

MW-42034 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

MW-52132 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Qwirkle Cubes plays very much like
Qwirkle. However, you have more
control over your hand because you
can roll and re-roll your dice to get
the shapes you want! Case Pack: 6

A travel version of Mindware’s best-selling
game. This tactile tile game combines logic
and strategy with easy-to-learn rules. It’s
perfect for travel, with 3/4–inch, solid wood
tiles in a zippered pouch. Case Pack: 12

Qwirkle/Q-bitz Display Table
MW-D-62022
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Gravity’s Edge
MW-59356 | Ages 6+ | 2+ Players

When you play Gravity’s Edge, you’ll need to do more than just follow the rules. You’ll need to follow the laws of physics! Players take
turns placing the weighted Tipping Points one by one. As each new
Tipping Point is added, the tower’s balance becomes increasingly
unstable! Case Pack: 6

Marble Circuit
MW-38683 | Ages 8+ | 1 Player
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Otter Confusion

Thumpin’ Thingdoodles

MW-75782 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

MW-25374 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

A family-friendly game sure to generate giggles, Otter Confusion has
players trying to figure out their otter-ly silly identity! Ask questions
carefully – each wrong guess adds a new crazy behavior you must
perform for the rest of the game. With multiple wrong guesses, you
may quickly become a burping robot who ends every sentence with
“Meow!” Case Pack: 6

Color recognition and motor skills get a workout in this zany
game. Players spread out the Thingdoodles, spin to see which color
or type of Thingdoodle is the target and then thump away!

www.outsetmedia.com

Case Pack: 6
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Twangled
MW-59386 | Ages 6+ | 4-8 Players

Leaps and Ledges
MW-68214 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

It’s the multi-directional marble maze with
64 puzzling challenges! Release the steel
marbles to see if you land your targets. If
you’re off base, move the tiles until your
marble circuits deliver a picture-perfect
landing! It’s logic, strategy and a brain game
all in one. Case Pack: 6

Round up your friends and prepare to get
Twangled as you laugh, think, stretch and
communicate to get yourselves into and out of
a twisted and tangled situation. To play, simply
grab the bands and stand in a circle. Kick the
spinner and follow the instructions, stepping
over or under a specified band color. Case Pack: 6

The towering 3D game of strategy and luck
that’s fun for the whole family! Play your cards
to move up in small steps or big leaps. Some
cards allow you to sabotage your opponents by
sending them down or knocking them off. The
first player to get all four pawns to the top is
the tower champion! Case Pack: 4

Quick Pickle

Smash Talk

Crazy Letters

MW-26737 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

MW-29895 | Ages 10+ | 2 Teams

MW-32075 | Ages 10+ | 2+ Players

This fast-paced, family-friendly card game
has you tossing toppings and collecting
pickles as you complete categories, hold
your nose or cover your mustard mouth! Flip
a card and be quick to react to keep your
pickle stash intact. Case Pack: 12

Teammates give clues and try to guess the
words as quickly as possible. But here is
the twist. Every turn gets more frantic as
the buzzer keeps track of the time from the
previous round. Each team must get through
their card faster than the team before them to
stay in the game. Case Pack: 6

Crazy Letters is the fast-paced word game
with a twist! After one player rolls the die to
determine a category, then draws and displays
a corresponding card, all players race to decode
the topsy turvy letters.

www.outsetmedia.com
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PicWits!
MW-56002 | Ages 10+ | 4+ Players

Animal Trivia Challenge

In PicWits!, every picture is worth a thousand laughs as players try to
match their picture cards with the judge’s caption card. Which picture
is the perfect fit? Of course, it all depends on your personal perspective!
Real, twisted, or tongue-in-cheek, your photo card will be assessed
against the cards of your competitors. If the judge picks your card, you
win the round! The player with the most match-ups takes the game.

MW-68233 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Whether you’re a kid or just a kid at heart, Animal Trivia Challenge
puts your knowledge of the animal kingdom to the test! From trivia to
animal naming and matching; are you up for the challenge?
Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

Cudaki
MW-84437 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

The race is on to collect as many animals as possible for further
study. But scientists must use caution, since collecting the wrong
animal at the wrong time could prove dangerous. Use the criteria
cards to help you decide what animals to keep and which to
avoid. A keen eye, speedy hands and mental agility will serve you
well! Case Pack: 6

PicWits! Silly & Sweet
MW-56355 | Ages 5+ | 4+ Players

PicWits! Silly & Sweet is a funny-for-all edition of MindWare’s bestselling PicWits! game. Players match their picture cards with the caption
card, and it’s up to the judge to decide the winning match. All pictures
and captions are family-friendly, so match-ups are crazy and comical,
ridiculous or real but never inappropriate for any audience. PicWits!
Case Pack: 6

Sports Trivia Challenge
MW-96973 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Sports Trivia Challenge will test your knowledge on
three types of cards, See It, Know It or Name It. See It
cards require players to identify a close-up image of a
sports-related object. Know It cards provide multiplechoice questions that quiz players on general sports
trivia. Name It cards provide a definition for which
players must provide the appropriate sports term.
Each card is double-sided with questions for rookies
or the pros. As players move around the board, they
might get caught on the ropes or in a water hazard,
but the player with the most points at the end of the
game is the winner. Case Pack: 6

Imitator
MW-25978 | Ages 6+ | 3-8 Players

Imitator is the fast-thinking party game that sounds like…
a giraffe? popcorn? the Taj Mahal? In this fun,
family-friendly game of noise-making and
imitating, players take turns making sounds
represented by the twelve always-changing
image cards. The goal is to imitate a sound
closely enough for another player to guess
the right image. The first person
to collect five image cards wins!
Case Pack: 12
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Rock Paper Switch
MW-56356 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Draw in your strategy-game-enthusiasts
with Rock, Paper, Switch! Easy to learn and
challenging to play, it mixes the concepts of
chess with the simple rules of rock-paperscissors. It’s the perfect game to introduce
strategy at an early age. Case Pack: 6
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Skippity

Dizios

Logic Links Puzzle Box

MW-48146 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

MW-44004 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

MW-32015 | Ages 6+ | 1+ Players

Begin the game by filling the board with
colorful skippers. Collect the most sets of
skippers by jumping over the colors you need
while blocking your opponents from doing the
same. Case Pack: 6

It’s a domino game with a colorful, dizzying
twist! Tiles are placed down one by one to
create a flowing piece. Players take turns
placing tiles with matching edges; points are
earned according to the pieces on the board
your tile touches. Case Pack: 6

Logic Links requires you to think
sideways, backwards, right-to-left, and
up-and-down as you read the clues that
lead you to the one and only correct
answer. Case Pack: 12

www.outsetmedia.com
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Double Spot

Sapphiro

MW-25985 | Ages 6+ | 2 Players

MW-59343 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Get ready to out-pattern your opponent—but watch out! The doublesided disks mean each time you get closer to matching a pattern
card—so do they! You’ll need a keen eye and the luck of the die to
make a match and claim a card. The first player to earn 5 cards is the
winner! Case Pack: 6

Dazzling gems are the focus of your quest in this fun family game of
luck and strategy. Play your diamond tiles to capture rubies, emeralds
and other valuable jewels by matching colors and surrounding the
gems. Be careful not to leave a quick or easy way for your opponents
to do the same. Case Pack: 6

Gembatan

Triumph of the Temple

MW-56706 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

MW-84042 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

This family strategy game is fun from the inside out! Players place
tiles to create dual-colored amulets. But wait – there’s a brilliant
twist! In order to make an amulet, you must be able to place a
matching gem inside. Score a point for every gem you play – score
bonus points if you create a line of three or more gems with a
matching color. The compact design lets you draw gems from the
box for take-everywhere playability. Easy to learn and compelling to
master! Made with high-quality chipboard tiles. Case Pack: 6

With its eye-catching packaging, this addicting family game will fly
off store shelves. Use strategy to piece broken Egyptian artifacts back
together to win jewels in return. Only the explorer with the most
jewels at the end will truly triumph over the temple! Case Pack: 6
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Mini Classics Assortment

6-in-1 Magnetic Games

PR-2227 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

PR-2261 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Two classic games in travel form! Each display includes three Let’s
Go Fishin’ and two Four-in-a-Row. *Must be ordered in complete case
packs. Case Pack: 10* (5 per PDQ)

Six games in one very portable package! Turn the knobs to scroll to
another game, and use the magnetic pieces for easy play while on the
go. Case Pack: 6

Rock Paper Scissors

Don’t You Forget It

Classic Card Games

JAX-7020 | Ages 4+ | 2 Players

PR-2264 | Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Ages 4+

This is a fast and fun card version
of the game kids have played for
generations. In a twist, with only
five cards in hand at a time, your
choice is limited. case Pack: 12

The fast-paced dice game that’s
fun for everyone. Keep rolling and
rolling, but try to stop before the
special dice spell out “FOR”, “GET”,
“IT”! Great for groups too.

Classic games with fun illustrations! Let’s Go Fish is a great game and
a perfect add-on gift for Let’s Go Fishin’. Old Maid has never been
more fun with this Greedy Granny. All perfect for travel! Case Pack: 12

Case Pack: 12

Let’s Go Fish Card Game
PR-8582 | 2-6 players

www.outsetmedia.com

Greedy Granny Card Game
PR-8591 | 2-6 players
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Harry Potter:
Triwizard Maze Game

Harry Potter:
Spellcasters Game

PR-8544 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

PR-4331 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8543 | Ages 6+ | 3-8 Players

“Fly up” the brooms and “slide down” the
basilisks with this magnetic travel game.
*Must be ordered in full case packs.

Players race through the Triwizard Maze to get to
the finish line, but beware of magical spell cards
which could send you back to Start.

A charade game with a magical spin! Using
the wand, a player traces the shape of the
spell in the air, while other players guess.

Harry Potter: Basilisks
and Broomsticks

Case Pack: 24 (12* in PDQ)

Case Pack: 6

Wild Kratts:
Race Around the World

Beyblade Burst:
Pop ‘n’ Race
PR-8628 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

PR-4070 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Pop the dice to move around the board and be
the first one home to win. Classic gameplay
with a Beyblade theme. Beyblade won toy of
the year in the action figure category (2018).

Players play the part of the Kratt Brothers
and their friends, racing around the world
collecting Creature Power Suits. Along the
way they unlock secret passages on the
game board that allow players to bypass their
opponents.

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

Wild Kratts:
Pop ‘n’ Race
PR-4082 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Classic gameplay, new graphics and license.
Race to the finish before the other players do.
Case Pack: 6

Licensed Games

Harry Potter: Magical Beasts Board Game

Wheel of Fortune Game

PR-4330 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

PR-5563 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Explore the interior of Hogwarts and the grounds as you try to collect
elements and capture the beasts. Be the first to collect all the clues
and figure out what magical beast you have captured! Case Pack: 6

Wheel of Fortune is the longest-running syndicated gameshow in the
US, with more than 6,000 episodes aired. In 2013, TV Guide ranked it at
#2 on the list of the 60 greatest gameshows ever. This game captures
the spirit of the game with all the excitement and pressure! Case Pack: 6

The Wimpy Kid 10 Second Challenge
PR-3457 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Jumping challenges, balancing challenges, offbeat, unusual and
brainy challenges. If you can do them in 10 seconds or less, you can
outwimp your friends and win the game. Includes 90 game cards
with original illustrations by author Jeff Kinney. Case Pack: 4

The $100,000 Pyramid
PR-8585 | Ages 14+ | 4-6 Players

The beloved game show is back and ready to entertain a whole new
generation! Grab your teammate and listen closely to the clues and
choose the right word to get to the final round for big money!
Case Pack: 6
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Family Games

Drawing Games

Dance Charades
PR-0771 | Ages 6+ | 4+ Players

Bust a move and win! Dance Charades gets
you to do hilarious new dances like: doing
dishes, vacuuming, the tornado and more!
Earn as many tokens as you can in each
40-second song as your friends guess your
dance. Includes CD with 40 varied dance
songs. Case Pack: 6

Googly Eyes

Gooey Louie

Virus!

GG-30503 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-6000 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Warning: The fun is contagious! Protect your
organs while attacking others. Be the first player
with a clean bill of health to win! Case Pack: 6

Pick a winner with Gooey Louie.
Who “nose” what you’ll find when you dig
in and try? But watch out . . . if you pick the
wrong gooey from Louie his eyes will pop
and he’ll flip his lid, Case Pack: 4

This regal family card game is a competitive
version of Solitaire. The goal is to get rid of
all your cards, and to gain the most money
from the royal treasury. It’s fun for the entire
kingdom! case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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GG-70071 | Ages 7+ | 4-16 Players

Googly Eyes is the hilarious family game that challenges your vision
and leaves you dizzy for more! Put on the zany, vision-altering googly
eye glasses and start to draw while your team tries to guess what
you’re drawing. Case Pack: 4

It’s Googly Eyes like you’ve never seen it before – supersized! Teams
of players put on the vision-distorting glasses and try to draw a
challenge. Includes two pairs of glasses, six sets of brand-new vision
altering lenses, and all-new challenges. Case Pack: 4

Pass the Pen

Doodle Dice (Trilingual)

Kings in the Corner

PR-8644 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players
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Googly Eyes Showdown

GG-76106 | Ages 7+ | 4-16 Players

PR-3507 | Ages 8+ | 3+ Players

JAX-7230 | Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players

The world’s fastest drawing game! A built-in timer makes the pen tip
retract as players draw. Draw quickly before time runs out! Case Pack: 4

See what your dice can doodle! Use them to build a doodle just like the one
pictured on the card. If you’re successful, you keep the card. Collect one
card of each colour to win. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com
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Sequence: Deluxe Edition
JAX-8060 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

Sequence Tin
JAX-8040 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players
It’s the same classic game packaged
in a sturdy tin. case Pack: 6

Sequence (Trilingual)

Sequence numbers

JAX-8202 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players

JAX-8012 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Play a card from your hand, place a chip on the
corresponding space on the game board... when
you have five in a row, it’s a Sequence. Watch
out for jacks, they’re wild! case Pack: 4

The cards have the equations, the game board
has the answers! Sharpen those math skills
as you match the answers to spots on the
board to make a Sequence! case Pack: 6

This Deluxe Edition has a cushioned play mat
and reversible crowning chips. case Pack: 6

Sequence Jumbo Tube
JAX-8070 | Ages 7+ | 2-12 Players
The chips are bigger, and the board has been
expanded into a 32” x 27” durable playing
mat. case Pack: 4

Sequence Dice Game

Sequence Travel Tin

Sequence Travel

JAX-8007 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-8701 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

JAX-8005 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

Players roll a pair of dice to determine where
they can put their tokens in order to make
a 5-in-a-row sequence. A number 10 roll
removes an opponent’s token, 11 is wild, and
2 and 12 earn bonus turns. case Pack: 6

Everything you need to play Sequence on-thego in a durable tin box. case Pack: 6

Everything you need to play Sequence on-thego! case Pack: 6

Sequence for Kids (Trilingual)
JAX-8206 | Ages 3-6 | 2-4 Players

It has a smaller board, cards that show various animals instead of a
regular deck, and you only need four in-a-row to win. case Pack: 6
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Sequence Letters
JAX-8011 | Ages 3-7 | 2-4 Players
The cards each have a letter on them, and the board has pictures. To place
a chip on the board, players must match a card with the first letter of the
picture in the space to claim it. case Pack: 6
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Unsolved Case Files: Harmony Ashcroft
PR-8773 | Ages 12+ | 1-4 Players

Find clues and evidence in the case file to solve three objectives that
will lead you to convict the killer. Includes realistic handouts, like
newspaper clippings, photographs and more! Unique play allows for
solo play or host a crime solving party. Case Pack: 4

Color Smash

Game of Chips

PR-3609 | Ages 6+ | 2+ Players

JAX-3007 | Ages 7+ | 2+ Players

Slap your way to victory in this test of colour coordination. Fast-paced
gameplay keeps everyone involved, with a fun unique storage tin to
keep the cards in! Case Pack: 6

Roll the dice then take out the matching chip point total. But don’t
get stuck with too many points left over because the player with the
lowest point total wins! *Must be ordered in full case packs.
Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

True Colors

Rolit

PR-3599 | Ages 13+ | 3-6 Players

GG-70803 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Are you the person your friends would never ask directions from?
Would you be the choice for picking a winning lottery ticket… and
then losing it? When the votes are in, you’ll find out. Think you know
your friends? Think that they know you?! Case Pack: 6

Convert the most balls to your colour by surrounding other player’s
pieces but watch out! This game can dramatically change in one turn!
The player with the most of their colours showing when all the balls
have been played wins! Case Pack: 4
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Oregon Trail: Willamette Valley

Escape from Iron Gate

PR-2446 | Ages 14+ | 2-4 Players

PR-8782 | Ages 13+ | 3-8 Players

It’s 1844: You and your family have joined a wagon train, and will travel
from Independence, MO to Willamette Valley to find your fortune in
the West! Discover trails, rivers, forts, and towns, but beware of disease,
drowning, rattlesnakes and other hazards that will plague you along the
way. case Pack: 6

Your objective is to escape Iron Gate Prison by moving through each of
the four areas on the board. In order to progress to the next area, you’ll
need to turn in the items on your Gate Card to the Commissary. Items
are collected by completing puzzles, drawing, acting, and trading. The
player that passes through the Final Gate first wins. Case Pack: 4
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Slide Quest
BL-8000 | Ages 7+ | 1-4 Players

The kingdom is in total chaos! Work together
to guide this brave rolling knight through 20
adventures filled with twists and traps. Players
each hold on to a lever and guide the moving
platform in all directions, sliding the knight to
follow the right paths while beating obstacles.
As challenges become more difficult, hold on
to your lives to make it to the highest level
and win! Slide Quest turned a video game
concept into a board game where dexterity
and cooperation are the keys to success.
Case Pack: 6
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ChickyBoom

Fish Club

BL-350 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

BL-9001 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

The rocking, rolling roost! Get the chickens, wagon wheels, and
hay bales off the teetering roost without it toppling! Pick your
pieces carefully, as each one has a different weight and point
value. The player with the highest score wins. Case Pack: 6

Pengoloo

Pengoloo (plastic)

BL-221 | Ages 3+ | 1-6 Players

BL-270 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

BL-271 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players | Case Pack: 6

The silly rocking monkey! Players take turns
adding a ball anywhere on Keekee; the last
player to add a ball without letting any drop
wins! Case Pack: 6

Each turn, players roll the colored dice and
look under 2 penguins for eggs that match the
colors on the face of each die. Guess correctly
and keep the penguin on your iceberg. Collect
6 penguins to win! Case Pack: 6

Keekee

Gobblet

Gobblet Gobblers

BL-100 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

BL-103 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players

The goal is to line up 4 of your pieces in a row.
You can take your opponent’s place by covering
their piece with a larger one, and can move
your pieces around the board - just be sure to
remember what is underneath! Case Pack: 6
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Fish Club is a classic two player abstract
strategy game with a modern twist.
Two families of fish go head to head for
the best spot in the new aquarium. Try
to keep your fish together, and use the
other tokens to block your opponent!
But watch out when you add a new
piece because it might cause the other
fish to scatter! Case Pack: 6

Kitty Bitty

Brain Connect

BL-6800 | Ages 4+ | 2-4 Players

BL-6600 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

It’s nap time for the itty bitty
kitties, but they just want to
play! Help them jump, bat the
yarn balls around, and race to
the basket without catching a
look from the watchful eyes
of the mommy cats. The fun
never stops in this adorable
memory game. Case Pack: 6

THINK FAST, ACT FAST! Quickly
slide and connect your thoughts
into the right order, then be the
first to complete the correct
action to win. A clever twist on
classic sliding puzzles, this game
is perfect for solo solving or racing against friends! Case Pack: 6

Sprint

Oh My Gold!

BL-7604 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-7603 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

You are a tenacious turtle racing against a
fearless rabbit… do you stand a chance? Yes!
Guess the right number of cards to take from
the pile and the more precise you are, the
further you will go on the track. This small
cooperative game is big in suspense and full of
surprises! Case Pack: 12

Ahoy sailors! Are you ready to embark on
a lively treasure hunt? Roll the lucky keys
to open treasure chests and roll coins and
diamonds to bank your treasure. Decide
cautiously if you want to roll again…
you only get one second chance!
Case Pack: 12

Gobblet Gobblers (plastic)
BL-105 | Ages 5+ | 2 Players | Case Pack: 6

Just like in Tic-Tac-Toe, players have to line up
3 of their Gobblers in a row to win. But here’s
the catch: you can gobble up your opponent’s
smaller pieces to steal their spot! Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Battle Sheep
BL-830 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

Flock to greener pastures! Each turn, players split their
stack of sheep and then move a portion by placing it
as far as it can go in a straight line. Plan your moves
carefully to fence out your rivals and occupy the most
pastures. With multiple game board configurations, it’s
different every time you play! Case Pack: 6

Fishing Day
BL-7800 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Follow the card in play and use your line to catch the correct objects
from the water before the yellow duck makes it out. The first player
to complete 5 challenges wins the game and becomes the champion
of the pond! More than a fishing game, Fishing Day is a clever race
made of color and shape recognition, deductions, and counting
challenges. Case Pack: 6

Piece of Pie
BL-9006 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Piece of Pie is a deliciously themed
drafting game. Each turn, take your pick
of one of the available pie pieces and
then add it to your personal pie. Pick the
pieces that match the recipes on display,
and don’t forget the decorations!

Bye Bye Mr. Fox!

Case Pack: 6

BL-9013 | Ages 5+ | 1-4 Players

Help the hens keep their eggs safe from the
cunning Mr. Fox! Spin the spinner and see what
will move this turn: an egg, a chicken, or Mr.
Fox? Work together to move three eggs into
each hen’s house to win the game! Case Pack: 6

Bears in Barrels

Wink

BL-7300 | Ages 7+ | 4-8 Players

BL-1100 | Ages 8+ | 4-8 Players

These 2 bears stuck inside their honey barrels
love to play by wrestling and tumbling and
racing! Roll them over so they can continue
chasing one another and their fun never ends!
This party game is all about dexterity and fun:
with one finger, players rush to flip the bear so
that it lands right-side up then pass it quick to
their neighbor, to avoid losing a honey token.

Don’t be afraid to look your enemy in
the eye! Wink is a silly party game that will have
your friends and family laughing all night long.
Your mission is to covertly wink at your secret
partner without being detected by the other players. Your secret partner is determined by whether
or not you have the matching card he is looking
for. Wink is the perfect ice breaker game with a
healthy dose of paranoia. Case Pack: 8

Case Pack: 8

Panic Island

Where’s Mr.Wolf?

Happy Bunny

BL-6100 | Ages 4+ | 1-4 Players

BL-6000 | Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players

As a group, work together to
help all the farm animals get
back to their barns for the night
before Mr. Wolf comes around!
Keep an eye out for him as you
flip over the animal tokens.

Hunt for the lucky carrots! Work
together to help the bunny pick
the best carrots to bring home
to his family. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6

BL-7200 | Ages 8+ | 1-8 Players

Hurry! The volcano on your island is going to erupt! Flip two cards at
a time and remember their location to create the right pairs. Don’t
get delayed by the wacky action cards, and find the Raft and Paddle to
escape safely! This unique cooperative race takes players on a frantic
adventure they will only survive with strategic teamwork and memory!
Case Pack: 12* in two PDQs
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Kids Games

Kids Games
BraveRats
BL-800 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

Rivaling rat clans clash in a bid for
the throne in this fast take on the card
game War. The first player to win four
rounds claims the kingdom for their
clan. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

Niya
BL-810 | Ages 7+ | 2 Players

In Japan’s Imperial Garden, courtly manners and nature’s beauty veil
a dark political conspiracy. On each turn, players replace a garden tile
with one of their clan tokens. The first to position their clan in a row,
square, or blockade will win control of the garden…and power at court!

Maracas

Save the Dragon

Zimbbos!

BL-9005 | Ages 6+ | 2-8 Players

BL-9014 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

BL-180 | Ages 3+ | 1-4 Players

Maracas is a silly guessing game that is played
with a single maraca. One player fills the
maraca up with beads and the other players
try to guess how many are inside by shaking it
and listening closely. Case Pack: 12* (6 in PDQ + 6)

Save the Dragon is a roll & move game with
an engaging table presence. Roll the dice and
climb the stairs to the dragon’s tower… but
watch out for falling boulders!

Taking turns, roll the die to find out how many
elephants you must stack onto the pyramid. The
player who manages to place the last elephant
on the pyramid wins. Case Pack: 6

Pixy Cubes

Who Did It?

Clouds

BL-430 | Ages 6+ | 1-4 Players

BL-6400 | Ages 6+ | 3-6 Players

BL-5800 | Ages 4+ | 2-5 Players

Imagination comes in cubes! These 16 vibrant
cubes offer multi-dimensional creative play.
Who will be the first to arrange their cubes
to match the designs on the challenge cards?
Whether you play competitively or by yourself,
Pixy Cubes is a stimulating treat for the brain!

The #1 card game about #2! In this hilarious
game, race to get rid of all your cards to avoid
the blame of owning the animal that pooped.
Each game is as funny as it is fast; quickly
find your card, be the first to throw it down,
and then blame someone else’s pet!

The fluffy, puffy matching game! Turn over a
card and quickly search to find the halves that
complete the picture. Be the first to find them,
and win. Clouds is the perfect game to entertain the wildest of imaginations!

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 6* in PDQ

Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 8* in PDQ

Taco Cat Goat Cheese Pizza

Tofu Kingdom

BL-9019 | Ages 8+ | 2-8 Players

BL-5900 | Ages10 + | 3-8 Players

As unique as its name, it’s filled to the brim with hand slapping mayhem! Player place a card from their hand face up in a community pile
while saying taco/cat/goat/cheese/pizza in player sequence - when the
card matches the mantra - boom - everyone slaps their hand on the
deck - the last one picks up the cards - the winner is the player to lose
all their cards first. Case Pack: 12

In this deduction card game, players take turns assuming the role of
Prince Mochi, who is looking for his forbidden and disguised beloved,
Princess Tofu. He is allowed to ask one question to each player around the
table (who have taken on their own roles), to try and find the princess.
He must figure out who is a friend and who is a foe before he is forced to
marry a stranger! Case Pack: 12
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Dice Game

Speed Games
Fast Flip
BL-3400 | Ages 7+ | 2-8 Players

The fast fruit frenzy! In this game, the triangular cards
are double sided; one side has a collection of fruit and
the other side has just a number or a fruit by itself.
Race to find the match between the card on the
draw pile and the card you flip. Add the game
tokens for even more ways to play! Case Pack: 6

Nada!
BL-590 | Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

There is always a match until…Nada!
Scoop up the dice and let ‘em roll.
Quick—scan the array for matching
symbols between the orange and
white dice. The first to call a match
collects all the dice showing that
symbol. No matches? No problem! It’s
another chance to win. Shout “Nada!”
to snatch up all the dice. But speak too
soon and you’ll pay the price. This dice
game has 3 play variations. Think sharp
and act fast to match, snatch, and win!
Case Pack: 8* in PDQ

Dice Stack

Flash!

BL-4502 | Ages 7+ | 1-6 Players

BL-600 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Pile up the points! Roll the
tilted dice and stack them up
in numerical order. Stop at any
time while you are building
the wobbly tower and win the
sum of the values you stacked.
Carefully place the dice and
don’t let them fall, or you’ll
lose it all! Case Pack: 12

Fast Flip
Holidays (Mini)

Fast Flip
Pizza (Mini)

BL-3404 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

BL-3403 | Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

The lighting fast dice game! Players race
to roll dice combinations and rack up the
most points. Try not to blink, because
any player could score in a flash! The
good times keep rolling with simple and
quick game variations. Tote the game in
the travel pouch for electrifying fun on
the go. Case Pack: 8* in PDQ

Pocket Yamslam

Yamslam

Rally Roll

Ring It!

Cubeez

BL-303 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

BL-300 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

BL-4500 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

BL-2200 | Ages 5+ | 2-9 Players

BL-6200 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

The travel edition of Yamslam may come in a
small package, but it guarantees big fun! The
convenient tray and lid keep all the pieces in
place, so it’s perfect for everything from dinner
parties to camping trips. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

The fresh new take on a dice rolling classic! In
this game, calculated risk and smart strategizing will place the odds in your favor.

Roll the dice to rack up your points! On your
turn, roll all the dice and score points based on
the color of the biggest die. Are you ready to
roll? Case Pack: 12

The furiously fast ringing game! Race to clap your hands and ring the
bell when a winning combination of cards appears on the table. Each
round, players can add silly new actions to perform before they hit the
bell. Play with up to 9 people at your next party or family game night!

The silly face race! Can you make a face the fastest? Quickly turn and
flip the 3 cubes to match the silly face on the challenge card. Will your
Cubeez be surprised, sad, happy, angry, or a little bit of everything?
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Logic Games

Logic Games
Mindo: Zen
BL-6503 | Ages 8+ | 1 Players

The Zen brain teaser. Our new Mindo collection
gets an upgrade with high-quality urea tiles and
more challenging puzzles. Indulge in hours of
peaceful brain teasing, or take it on the go in its
portable magnetic box. Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

Dr. Eureka
BL-3300 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

Mix the molecules and master the formula! Pick a challenge
card, 3 test tubes, and 6 colorful balls to solve Dr. Eureka’s
scientific formulas. Move your materials from tube to tube,
and position the balls as illustrated on the challenge card. Be
careful to not drop them! Play this hands-on brain
teasing race with friends or by yourself. Case Pack: 6

Mindo Collection

consists of 4 clever logic games,
can you collect and master them all? Play solo, or combine the
puzzles and race your friends. The rules are simple: turn and flip
the doublesided tiles until you recreate the color pattern on the
challenge card. They only fit one way, into a 3x3 or 4x4 grid, so
make sure to think and plan carefully. 60 challenges will ensure
hours of brain teasing fun!

Dr. Microbe
BL-3301 | Ages 8 | 2-4 Players

Help Dr. Microbe complete her research
with your tweezers, a petri dish, and the
colorful microbes. Using logic, race your
fellow scientists to figure out which
microbes are missing from the incomplete
challenge card and snatch them up fast!
Find the answer using this key: the superbug
must always be a different shape and color
than the other three microbes in your dish.
Be the fastest scientist in the lab to impress
Dr. Microbe and win! Case Pack: 6

Dr. Beaker
BL-3302 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Stir up excitement in Dr. Beaker’s
Laboratory! Flip a challenge card
and race your opponents to match
the formula. Using logic and your
stirring rod, move the 6 molecules
into the right spots. Think ahead the special rotating platform at the
bottom of your beaker only allows
the molecules to move one-by-one.
Unique game pieces add to the fun
in this brainteasing logic race!
Case Pack: 6
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Puppy

Kitten

Unicorn

Robot

BL-6500 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

BL-6506 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

BL-6504 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

BL-6505 | Ages 5+ | 1 Players

The solo puzzle for dog
and puppy lovers! Correctly
connect the 9 tiles to reunite
Boxer and his friends.

The paws-itively adorable
version of Mindo! Bella and
her kitten friends give this
brain teaser a large dose of
cute. Case Pack: 12

Starlight and her unicorn
friends encourage little
dreamers to think logically so
they can solve the challenges
by themselves. Case Pack:12

Are you as smart as Robbie
the Robot? Find the perfect
position so that each of the
9 tiles fits into the grid.

Case Pack: 12
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Learning Games
Super Genius

Gamer’s Choice

First Words

Super Genius is a collection of educational matching games. Each
game was created so that parents and teachers can help little learners
practice important academic concepts in fun and engaging ways!
Depending on the version, try to match an image to a word, or a
mathematical equation to its product or sum. A brilliant formula
means that there will always be one match between any of the cards.
Each game comes with 6 rules and an infinite potential for use, all
packed in a portable magnetic box!

BL-1300 | Ages 5+ | 1-6 Players | Case Pack: 12

Planet

Addition

BL-7700 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-1301 | Ages 7+ | 1-6 Players | Case Pack: 12

Multiplication 1

BL-1302 | Ages 8+ | 1-6 Players | Case Pack: 12

A world is taking shape in the palm of your hands. Take on the
role of super beings and compete to create perfect worlds with
the ideal conditions for wildlife to flourish. In this very unique
game, each player’s board is a 12-sided 3-dimensional planet
core. Throughout 12 turns, select landscape tiles representing
oceans, deserts, mountains or frozen lands, and arrange them
on your planet to create the best ecosystems. Case Pack: 4

Detective Club
Tell Tale

Tell Tale Fairy Tales

BL-461 | Ages 5+ | 1-8 Players

BL-462 | Ages 5+ | 1-8 Players

The pictures that are worth a thousand words! Players weave wacky
and whimsical stories using cards that show a variety of settings,
characters, and objects. You’ll love the way your imagination comes to
life with Tell Tale! Case Pack: 12
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This fairy tale version of our creative storytelling game whisks you to
a land far, far away. Play cooperatively, create a storyboard, or twist
up your bedtime stories - the possibilities are endless! Case Pack: 12

BL-7702 | Ages 8+ | 4-8 Players

A game of hidden clues and subtle conspiracies! Detective Club is a
social deduction party game featuring beautiful, surreal artwork and
intriguing player interactions! One player writes a secret word in all
but one of the other players’ notebooks and then deals them out randomly... Your goal is to figure out who doesn’t know the secret word
(or pretend like you do if it’s you!). Case Pack: 4

Scarabya
BL-7100 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

As the head of an international archaeological team, it is your job to
establish camps across the four corners of the globe and uncover the
long-lost golden scarabs of Scarabya! Scarabya is a tile-laying puzzle
game, in which your goal is to score scarabs by positioning your pentomino tiles such that they create enclosed zones of 1 to 4 squares.
Those scarabs are worth the size of the zone they are in. Case Pack: 6
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Gamer’s Choice

Gamer’s Choice
Photosynthesis
BL-5400 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Plant and shape the ever-changing forest as you cultivate your seeds, and
your strategy, in this beautifully themed abstract strategy game. Take your
trees through their life cycles, from seedlings to full bloom to rebirth, and
earn points as their leaves collect energy from the revolving sun’s rays.
Carefully pick where you sow and when you grow as trees in the shadows
are blocked from light, and from points. Case Pack: 4

Kingdomino

Queendomino

BL-3600 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-3601 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Dominoes with a kingdom building twist! Each turn, connect
a new domino to your kingdom, making sure at least one of its
sides connects to a matching terrain type already in play. When
each player has completed a 5x5 grid, the game ends and points
are counted. Kingdomino was voted “Game of the Year” in many
European countries, including Germany where it won the coveted
Spiel des Jahres award. Case Pack: 6

Explore and conquer different terrains in this tile-laying family strategy
game. Tax your lands wisely, pick the buildings you erect carefully, and
try to win the Queen’s favor - all while making sure your plans aren’t
foiled by the Dragon’s flame. This game is both a standalone and an
expansion of the 2017 Spiel des Jahres recipient, Kingdomino. It offers
more complex challenges, a new territory, and a way for more players to
participate. Case Pack: 6

Blue Lagoon
BL-7000 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Blue Lagoon is an area control and set collection game in which players manage a
group of settlers spreading out over the islands of a newly discovered archipelago.
The game is played over two phases (the exploration phase followed by the settlement
phase). Over the course of both phases, you will expand your presence on the board by
adding one new token each turn (either a settler or a village tolken). Case Pack: 6

New York 1901
BL-2300 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Kingdomino: Age of Giants

Kingdomino Duel

BL-3603 | Ages 8+ | 2-5 Players

BL-3604 | Ages 8+ | 2 Players

Two players go head to head, rolling dice and combining them
together to create “dominoes” that are then drawn in their separate
kingdoms. Along the way, players will also gather favors from wizards to cast powerful spells that will score more points and break the
rules of the game. Case Pack: 12
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This expansion allows for a fifth player to join in on a Kingdomino or
Queendomino game, and adds more player interaction. A giant meeple
covers up a crown and cancels its value, but a tile with giant footsteps
allows a player to pass its giant meeple onto another player. Challenge
tiles are drawn at the beginning of each game to make each experience
unique and to add replay value. Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Discover the game of acquisition, demolition,
and construction! Rise to new heights in the
famous streets of New York City as you try
to build the tallest skyscrapers in the world.
Satisfy your hunger for glory and prestige as
you raise your real estate empire to staggering
new heights. Case Pack: 4
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Family Games

Family Games

MindBlock
BL-7400 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Rummy with stacking building blocks! Create Sets and
Runs by combining blocks that range in height of 1 to 7.
Sets are made with 3 or 4 blocks of the same size, but different colors. Runs are made up of 3 or more blocks of the
same color in consecutive order. Think ahead and make
the right decisions, without losing track of what’s on the
table as you disassemble Runs and Sets to reassemble
them into new ones using your blocks. Case Pack: 6

TopiCubes

Dog Rush

BL-7600 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

BL-7602 | Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players

In this fun word game, players roll 10 dice,
5 with a letter, and 5 with an illustrated topic,
and race to find matching words. A winning
matching word must start with one of the
letters on a die, and must belong to one of the
categories showing on a die of a different color.
With topics like celebs, TV shows, piece of
clothing, ‘’something square’’, an animal living
on land, and many more, this game is sure to
entertain your creative mind and guarantees
bursts of laughter! Case Pack: 12

It’s dog walking time in the park. Oh wait! A
rabbit passes by and all the dogs escape their
owners to run after it, getting their leashes all
tangled up. Quick! Find and pull the end of the
leash corresponding to the dog that was chosen at the beginning of the round, and win
a treat for your furry friend!

Sherlock Express

Beagle or Bagel?

BL-7901 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

BL-7301 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Help Sherlock find Moriarty’s accomplice! Each turn, observe the 6
suspects, and as alibis get placed down on the table, use your
deductive skills to expose the culprit first and win the round!
Sherlock Express is a fast game of deduction where everyone is a
suspect… until proven innocent! Case Pack: 12

Flip cards fast and be the first to call out “Beagle” or “Bagel” depending on which one is showing the most on the table… after a while you
won’t know if you are looking at a furry friend in a ball, or a yummy
bread roll! This goofy card game offers 3 ways of playing to challenge
your visual perception in fun and unpredictable ways! Case Pack: 12

Once Upon a Castle

Starlink

BL-7701 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

BL-9002 | Ages 8+ | 3-6 Players

This charming roll-and-write game keeps players engaged planning
their collection of resources and doodling their prestigious castle one
piece at a time! Case Pack: 6

It’s time to create your very own constellations by connecting the stars
together in the night sky. Starlink is a drawing party game that takes its
inspiration from the stars in the sky. Case Pack: 6

Case Pack: 12

Snip Snap!
BL-9000 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Snip Snap! is the fast action dice matching
game that will get your head spinning! Roll
the dice and race to be the first to find a match
between your dice and your opponents’ dice.
See two sharks? Call out “SHARK SNAP!” and
snatch them fast to win! Case Pack: 12* in PDQ
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Family Games

Family Games

Talent Show

Cross Clues

BL-9003 | Ages 7+ | 2-10 Players

BL-9016 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Do you have what it takes to win the talent
show? Roll the dice to complete the challenge
for the round. Challenges include: drawing,
singing, miming and combining words together. You will score points if the other players
can guess what you are trying to represent.

Work together to fill in the grid of code words
by giving single word clues that represent the
crossing of two different code words in the
grid. Consider your clues carefully and think as
a team to fill in as much of the grid as possible!
Thousands of different combinations
guarantee endless fun! Case Pack: 12

Case Pack: 12

Droll
BL-9009 | Ages 7+ | 2-6 Players

Time to break out the dice and get
the party rolling in this hilarious
dice-drawing party game. You have
two minutes to draw images related
to your secret word on each side of
your giant dice.When everyone is
done drawing, roll the dice and try
to guess the other players’ secret
words! Case Pack: 6

Bendomino
BL-240 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Dominoes with a twist! Bendomino may play
the same way as the traditional classic,
but the curved design introduces a new level
of strategy; the pieces need to match AND fit.
A unique pattern of twists and turns emerges
every time you play! Case Pack: 6

Slam Cup
BL-9008 | Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

Slam Cup is an intensely fast speed
matching game. Match the color on
the inside of your cup to the color on
the outside of the top cup on the stack.
Then slam your cup on top as fast as
you can before someone beats you to it!
Case Pack: 6

Rip Off
BL-9004 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

You’ve got just one bill to cover all your expenses! Rip Off is an innovative game of visual perception unlike anything you’ve played before. You
must rip off pieces of your bill to literally cover the objects you want to
buy. Make sure the piece you rip off is just the right size! The more you
rip off now, the less you will have to cover future expenses.
Case Pack: 12* (6 in PDQ + 6)

Double Shutter
BL-291 | Ages 8+ | 1-4 Player

Cupcake Academy

Each turn, knock down a combination of numbered tiles that add up
to the value of the dice you just rolled. The round ends when no tiles
remain that are equal to the value of the dice, and the player with the
lowest total of leftover tiles wins. Case Pack: 6

BL-9012 | Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Cupcake Academy is a cooperative game
of logic and speed. Work together with
your fellow pastry chefs to organize
your kitchen based on your instructor’s
assignments. Move your cups quickly
before time runs out! Case Pack: 6

Sumoku
BL-360 | Ages 9+ | 1-8 Players

The challenging crossword-style math game. In this game, players build
a grid by adding up their numbered tiles so that each row matches a
multiple of the number on the rolled die. Scores grow with every connected row and column. Look no further for an addicting math game!
Case Pack: 12
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Match Games
Match Games

Match GAMES
Ages 4+
2 Players
Case Pack: 6

Take turns pushing through the cubes to get 5 of the same characters lined up horizontally,
vertically or diagonally. The game’s not over yet, can your opponent super Top Trump you in the
final moment? If they match their Top Trumps card with the winning character, they WIN the
game! Case Pack: 6

Counter
display (30 units)

Spinner (108 units)
TT-D-18 (18 facings x 6 each)

TT-D-10 (10 facings x 3 each)

Match: Harry Potter
TT-255

Floor Display (216 units)

Match: Avengers

Match: DC Comics

TT-276

TT-00174

TT-D-36 (36 facings x 6 each)

Match: Super Mario
TT-71856

252

Playing Cards: 007 Bond

Playing Cards: Friends

Playing Cards: Harry Potter

TT-03964 | Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

TT-439 | Case Pack: 12* in PDQ

TT-404 | Case Pack: 12* in PDQ
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Match: Disney Princess
TT-317
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Match: Despicable Me 3
TT-00171
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Quiz Games

Match Games
TOP TRUMPS QUIZ

CARD GAMES

CARD GAMES

Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players | 4.3”w x 4.72”h x 3.14”d

Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Demonstrate your expertise on subjects including dinosaurs, countries, Disney, Harry Potter, and
Friends! With 500 trivia questions to test your knowledge on your favourite topics, it’s great for
the whole family. With a Top Trumps twist at the end to test your memory, can you remember
what you learned just moments ago. Case Pack: 6

Match: Dinosaurs
TT-03580

Match: Fantastic
Beasts TT-03310

Match: Lion King
TT-03550

Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Match: Football Stars
TT-03220

Match: Trolls 2 World
Tour TT-03892

Top Trumps Quiz:
Countries and Flags TT-03645

Top Trumps Quiz:
Harry Potter TT-00152

Lexicon Go!
Lexicon-Go! is one ‘L’ of a super-fast word
game. Race against other players to be the first
to get rid of all of your tiles by creating words,
swapping letters and even attacking other
players’ words. This game comes in a cool,
portable bag which makes it the perfect game
to take on the go for the holidays. Great game
for the whole family. Now available in both,
the original Lexicon-Go! and the Harry Potter
version. Case Pack: 6

Lexicon Go!
Lexicon Go!: Harry Potter

TT-277 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Top Trumps Quiz:
Disney Classics TT-426

Top Trumps Quiz:
Friends TT-436

Top Trumps Quiz:
Dinosaurs TT-03321

TT-305 | Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players
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Top Trumps

Top Trumps

TOP TRUMPS

Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players | 3.5”w x 6.25”h x 0.75”d

CARD GAMES

CARD GAMES

These fast, fun games contain statistics, biographies and cool facts about your favourite
subjects. Whether you’re learning about bugs or your favourite movies, the gameplay helps
develop math skills, English literacy, and decision making skills. With cool school subjects like
Volcanoes, Dinosaurs, Wonders of the World, or the latest and hottest brands such as Disney,
Marvel, and Harry Potter - this pocket game is perfect for fun on the move and comes in its own
plastic carrying case! Case Pack: 6

Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Top Women
Athletes TT-415

Horses & Ponies

Baby Animals

Farm Animals

Freshwater Fish

Birds

TT-029

TT-001

TT-187

TT-190

TT-438

Cats
TT-326

Dogs
TT-196

Dinosaurs
TT-329

North American
Wildlife TT-189

TT-325
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Creatures of
the Deep TT-081
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Snakes
TT-287

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Spiders
TT-333

Top 30 Scientists

TT-427

TT-428

Peculiar
Problems TT-242

Extraordinary
Engineering TT-241

Tractors

Battleships

Terrific
Technology TT-244

Electricity &
Magnetism TT-424

Sensational
Science TT-243

Sports Cars
TT-168

Predators
TT-042

TT-188

Sharks

Great Women

TT-227

Trains

Military Jets

Space

TT-340

TT-037

TT-160

Bugs
TT-028
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Top Trumps

Top Trumps
CARD GAMES

CARD GAMES

Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Art Not
Available

Skyscrapers

TT-341

TT-050

Ancient Egypt

Ancient Rome

Greek Myths

TT-162

TT-384

TT-314

Soccer Stars
TT-318
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Planes
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Arsenal FC
TT-03301

Manchester City
TT-03554

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Countries of
the World TT-229

Wonders of the
World TT-228

Liverpool FC
TT-03555

Israel
TT-383

Volcanoes
TT-164

Chelsea FC
TT-03302

Trolls World
Tour TT-03891

Toy Story
TT-335

Disney Classics

Frozen II

TT-352

TT-336

James Bond 007

Movie Stars

Celebrities

Horror

30 Scary Movies

TT-03714

TT-394

TT-396

TT-431

TT-357

Friends

Fast and Furious

Paw Patrol

Roald Dahl

TT-324

TT-230

TT-353

TT-291

www.outsetmedia.com

Great British Bakes
TT-332

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Top Trumps
CARD GAMES
Ages 6+
2-6 Players
Case Pack: 6

Classic Rides
TT-319

Avengers
Infinity War TT-292

Marvel Universe
TT-214

Goblet of Fire
TT-233

260

Elvis 30 Greatest
Singles TT-432

www.outsetmedia.com

Order of the
Phoenix TT-195

DC Comics
TT-192

Half Blood
Prince TT-327

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

Top 30 Emotis

DC Superhero
Girls TT-206

TT-271

Witches and Wizards
TT-296

Deathly Hallows
Part 1 TT-221

Prisoner of
Azkaban TT-193

Deathly Hallows
Part 2 TT-211

More S’mores Card Game
M-13055 | Ages 6+

A s’mores stacking card game for happy campers! Food for thought? Count
points as you build your own delicious graham cracker s’mores treats. But
watch what you eat! There are burnt marshmallow and chocolate-eating
ants in the deck. This game is a campsite favorite that’s sure to sweeten all.
Family fun guaranteed to make everyone melt.
Case Pack: 12

S’mores Checkers
M-13059 | Ages 8+

A game for fans of checkers…and s’mores!
S’mores Checkers adds a strategic twist,
more risk, and more fun…it’s “Checkers
with POP!” What’s the twist? A unique dice
popper means you can move your own
marshmallows and even your opponent’s
marshmallows. Cross the checker board and
get “kinged” with what belongs on top of
every s’more…a graham cracker! Capture
all of your opponent’s marshmallows and
you win!
Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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